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PREFACE
[1] This text is a comment on a family of formalmodels of the "final ritard," the typical
slowing down atthe end of a music performance, and how the shape of thetiming patterns
might relate to, or can be explained by,models of human motion.(1) The discussion is
presented in the form of a tale, with three fictitious characters (P, M, and their musical friend
MF) who represent the different disciplines involved in this research (psychology,
mathematics/computer science, and musicology). It reflects some of my experiences in
research that is concerned with the computational modeling of music cognition, using an
interdisciplinary approach combining expertise from musicology, psychology, and computer
science. See (2) for a discussion on this approach.

PART 1: WHAT HAPPENED BEFORE(3)
[2] Quite some time ago P, who is interested in psychology, and M, an amateur
mathematician, got together during the Christmas holidays with their musical friend MF.
Those were the days before cellular telephones, a time of herbal tea and the just-arrived
technology of MIDI. MF, while duly impressed by Messrs. P and M's well-equipped music
studio and expertise in computer modeling, remained unimpressed by their musical results
and, sadly, left rather irritated to spend his Christmas elsewhere.

PART 2: IN WHICH MF HAD AN IMPORTANT INSIGHT AND P FOUND THE
APPROPRIATE LITERATURE
[3] Not so long ago MF remembered those Christmas holidayswhile he was reading a book on
the history of tempo rubato. He was still convinced his friends were on the wrong track with
their silly computer models. But the more he read about tempo rubato, the more he was
convinced thatthey might have overlooked an obvious link between music andbiological
motion. Blatantly obvious--once he realized it--wasthe explicit reference of music
terminology, words like andante or accelerando, to qualities of human movement.And

therefore, he reasoned, a successful model of expressivetiming--unlike the unsuccessful
models made by hisfriends--should be based on the rules of movement and thehuman body.
[4] MF couldn't help making a phone call to P, the amateurpsychologist, to tell him about his
new insight. "My dearfriend P," he said, "for expressive timing to sound naturalin a
performance, it must conform to the principles of humanmovement. Isn't knowledge about the
body--the way it feels,moves, reacts--what musicians share with their listeners?" Palmost
immediately became enthusiastic. He saw a newopportunity to continue the investigations that
had ended sobrusquely before. P decided to go to the library and therehe found a lot of
interesting psychological literature onthe relation between motion and music. Much of it,
however,involved some formidable mathematics. MF then proposed tohave a new gathering
with the "old team," including theirmathematical friend, and this time at MF's home, safe
frommodern technology!

PART 3: IN WHICH THE FRIENDS MET AGAIN, EXPLORED
ELEMENTARYMECHANICS, AND BUILT A "TRUE" PHYSICAL MODEL
[5] A few days later P and M found themselves at MF'skitchen table, which was well stocked
with a pot of tea anda tin full of cookies. They returned to a lively discussionon expressive
timing in music. After browsing through thebooks that P brought, M (the amateur
mathematician) statedwith some authority that "these models borrow fromelementary
mechanics and kinematics. They talk about mass,force, and speed of an object in terms of
velocity, time andplace. And, interestingly, tempo variations in musicperformance are
compared with the behavior of physicalobjects in the real world." P was all ears; MF just
tookanother sip of his tea.
[6] M wrote most of the formulas, one below the other, on apiece of paper, patiently
explaining their formaldifferences (a tidier version of M's jottings is shown in Example 1
[DjVu] [GIF]). MF protested "But M, please! We are investigating music here, not
mechanics!" "Look," P swiftly interrupted, "I found the studies of these music researchers.
They explain ritardandi in music performanceas alluding to human motion, like the way
runners come to astandstill. Let me read a passage for you: 'Performers aimat this allusion,
and listeners, with some education, findit aesthetically pleasing.'(4) Isn't this exactly what
youdescribed to me on the phone!" (See Example 1: Formal models of the 'final ritard' in
music performance [DjVu] [GIF].)
[7] P and M seemed confident that they had now found what they had been searching for all
the time. MF too was quite pleased with the fact that these respected researchers had found
evidence for his intuitive ideas about bodily motion. But he still had reservations. "How does
the math of elementary mechanics compare to a final ritard in music? Can't we listen to these
formulas?" M replied with a frown on his face, "Well, if we would have met in our studio we
could have programmed them for you. Now we have to think of something else." But after a
small pause he began to smile. "Let's see how far we can get with the material in your
garage."
[8] That morning MF's kitchen turned into a real workshop. "Can we use one of your music
boxes?" P asked sheepishly. With some hesitation MF collected one of his beloved machines
from the living room. And after some hours of trifling and hammering they had built it--a
"true" physical model of constant braking force! (See Example 2: A mechanical

implementation of a constant braking force model [DjVu] [GIF], and Example 3 ([56K /
LAN]) for a brief RealPlayer movie (56K) showing the machine at work.)
[9] MF inserted his favorite piano roll, a Bach fugue, intotheir newly made contraption. He
turned the flywheel and themusic started playing. A few bars before the end he releasedthe
handle, and the music came slowly to a standstill overthe last few notes. "Wonderful,
wonderful!" They all jumpedwith joy. MF thought his antique music box had finallybecome
truly musical.

PART 4: IN WHICH SOME DISAPPOINTMENT WAS UNAVOIDABLE AND
THEYDECIDED TO LOOK AT REAL PERFORMANCES
[10] When they had calmed down a bit, M had a second look athis paper full of formulas, and
said with a tone not atypical of a young mathematician: "But I have to say thatthese models
are actually under-specified. They make noclaims about how to derive the 'metaphorical' mass
or speedfrom the music. In our contraption we just arbitrarilydecided on the mass of flywheel,
and we can freely decidethe speed at which the handle is released." M also realizedthat their
contraption had some shortcomings. "Our flywheelhas a fixed braking force, caused by the
friction of thecontraption. But it should actually be dependent on when,and at what speed you
release the handle, and stop when theright final tempo is reached, like the equations
show.That's difficult to make mechanically." But P responded, "Ohcome on M, don't be so
strict. Let's just try another one, aslightly more modern piece. What do you think?" After
somesearching, MF returned with a piano roll of Beethoven's Paisiello Variations.
"Remember this?" he teased. MFinserted the piano roll and they listened again for the
lastmeasures of each variation. But whatever they tried,releasing the handle early or late, at
higher or lowerspeeds, it never sounded quite right. "It doesn't do therhythmical figures right,"
MF complained. "Apparently itonly works with the repeated eighth notes of the fugue."
[11] "We could be here forever trying to change this or thatfactor," P warned. He was
convinced they had to return tothe empirical approach. "Why don't we look at how
MFperforms final ritards?"

PART 5: IN WHICH THEY LOOKED AT GRAPHS FROM FAMOUS PIANISTS,BUT
COULDN'T PLEASE THEIR MUSICAL FRIEND
[12] P opened his case and pulled-out a folder with theperformance data they had collected
during that firstChristmas gathering. "These are the graphs of MF performingthe final
measures of Träumerei by Schumann." Andenthusiastically holding up an article, P added,
"And hereare some interesting measurements made from recordings bysome of your
colleagues. Look, you played it just likeAlfred Brendel!" (See Example 4: Final ritards in
performances of the last three measures of R. Schumann's Träumerei [DjVu] [GIF].)
[13] There was quite some diversity among these famouspianists; they all seemed to play the
final measuresdifferently. MF said, questioningly, "I do not see how onesingle curve could
describe all these performances?" Presponded "But the point here is to model the
average,normative performance." To which M added, while pointing atEquation 3, "This
research showed that the last six notes ofthese averaged performances can be fitted closely by
aquadratic function. That is an important finding, isn't it?""Indeed, M" P confirmed, "but we
must be aware that anaverage curve is a statistical abstraction, not a musicallyreality." Their
musical friend smiled and took another closelook at the diagrams. "So if I understood

yourexplanations," he asked M, "this function should have ahollow, concave shape. But
doesn't our contraption generatea convex shaped deceleration?" M confirmed this. "A
convexshape indeed is what the other research found. Apparentlythere is evidence for a
variety of shapes. However, whatworries me is the complete freedom in deciding on the
massand amount of force applied; fitting these curves to thedata is too flexible." "Maybe all
these pianists have theirown specific force and mass?" MF interjected optimistically.They
looked at each other with some disappointment. Itseemed that once again they had failed to
find a model ofexpressive timing that could please their musical friend.MF, who this time
wanted to end their endeavors in a moreoptimistic manner, proposed "Lets go to the living
room. Iwill play my favorite fugue for you."To be continued ...

EPILOGUE
[14] This tale talks about kinematical models of expressivetiming, and it questions in how far
expressive timing can beexplained by models of physical motion. The
formalizationsdiscussed above are based on the notion of a tempo curve (a continuous
function of time or score position) regressing, for example, a linear tempo function to the
performance data. One point of critique is that the predictions made by these models are
insensitive to the actual rhythmic structure of the musical material: they make the same
predictions for different rhythms.(5) However, more central is the objection that these
descriptions do not, in principle, teach us anything about the nature (whether "motional" or
not) of the underlying perceptual or cognitive mechanisms. Even if we assume that these
curves do give a good approximation of the empirical data (despite the contrasting results in
the research discussed above), the mere fact that the overall shape (e.g. of a square root
function) can be predicted by the rules that come with human motion is not enough evidence
for an underlying physical model of expressive timing in music performance, however
attractive such a model might be. The relation between music and motion turns out to be not
that simplistic.(6) The challenge here is to formulate appropriate alternatives.(7)
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